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Abstract. Two different parametrizations of the semi-empirical method of the intermediate
neglect of the differential overlap (INDO) are applied to the calculations of the small-radius
hole polarons in the corundum (α-Al2 O3 ) crystal. The 80-atom supercell has been used for
the study of the atomic and electronic structure of a free small-radius hole polaron (the selftrapped hole, STH) and a hole polaron bound by a Mg impurity (the so-called VMg centre),
respectively. Both parametrizations indicate that the two-site (quasi-molecular) configurations
of both kinds of polaron have the lowest energy (which does not exclude the existence of onesite polarons also characterized by considerable relaxation energies). For VMg centres the lower
energy is calculated for the defect configuration where the Mg-ion substitution is nearest to
the hole polaron. Experimental ENDOR data on VMg defects are discussed in the light of the
calculations.

1. Introduction
Corundum (α-Al2 O3 ) is probably the most technologically important ceramic material,
which has stimulated numerous studies of its optical and radiation properties [1–3].
However, only a few attempts have been made to understand theoretically the geometry
and electronic structure of electron and hole defects in this material. This is due primarily
to the complicated crystal structure of corundum and the partly covalent character of the
chemical bonding. The semi-empirical quantum chemical method of intermediate neglect
of the differential overlap (INDO) has been widely applied previously to point defects in a
number of both ionic and partly ionic crystals, including several oxides [4–6]. This method
[7] allows one to construct ‘defect-containing’ clusters comprising several tens or even
hundreds of atoms and to carry out automated geometry relaxation around the defects using
the relevant computer codes CLUSTERD [8] and SYM-SYM [9].
Recently, we applied the INDO method for cluster calculations of the basic defects in
corundum. Results for a family of hole centres have already been published [4, 6, 10]
along with a study of the electron centres—intrinsic F+ and F defects (one or two electrons
trapped by a single O vacancy, respectively) [11], centres associated with the Mg impurity
2+
ion substitutes for Al3+ near to an F+ or F centre)
(FMg and F−
Mg defects in which a Mg
[12], and dimer (F2 -type) centres [13]. The 65-atom stoichiometric quantum cluster Al26 O39
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was used for these defect studies, this cluster being embedded into the electrostatic field of
the rest of the crystal.
In this paper, we have used a new INDO parametrization for Al atoms based on structural
and electronic properties of various simple aluminium-containing molecules and the perfect
corundum crystal as well as improved two-centre parameters for O and Mg based on the
corresponding properties of both MgO and corundum crystals (subsection 2.1). The use
of the second parameter set allowed us to check that the earlier results are not an artefact
of the parametrization developed in references [4, 8]. The reliability of the results could
also be influenced by the electrostatic boundary conditions imposed on a cluster in the
previous polaron calculations. To check this effect, we use here an 80-atom supercell model
(subsection 2.2). As a test system we study the small-radius, hole polaron (the self-trapped
hole, STH) in pure corundum [4, 6] and the hole polaron bound at the Mg impurity (the
so-called VMg centre) [10]; both were studied earlier in the cluster model.
Bearing in mind the limitations of our semi-empirical calculations we focus more on a
qualitative estimate of the stable configurations for the above-mentioned hole polarons in
corundum. We believe that owing to a thorough optimization of the corresponding supercell
structures, the results reported in this paper (section 3) are final for the semi-empirical level
of theory. We will use them in our further investigation on the same system with ab initio
methods.
2. Theoretical method
2.1. The modified INDO parametrization
The semi-empirical SCF calculation scheme in the INDO approximation, modified for
simulations of point defects in the crystalline, essentially ionic systems under study was
described in detail elsewhere [7, 8]. We recall here only that the construction of the Fock
matrix is determined by the following set of both one- and two-centre empirical parameters
for various types of valence atomic orbital (AO):
(i) the orbital exponent ζµA describing the radial part of the µth Slater-type AO on the
A-atom;
(ii) the electronegativity of the A-atom (Eneg )A
µ , defining the µth AO energy;
(iii) the µth AO population (P (0) )A
,
i.e.
the
‘initial
guess’ for the diagonal element of
µµ
the density matrix;
AB
entering the off-diagonal Fock matrix element where
(iv) the resonance integral βµν
the µth and νth AOs are centred at the different A- and B-atoms; and
(v) the adjustable exponent αµAB characterizing the extended nature of the B-atom core
interaction with the electron localized on the µth AO of the A-atom.
The quality of these INDO parameters and steps that could be taken to improve them are
of great importance. However, their choice is not a simple straightforward procedure but
a result of a complicated search, aimed at reproducing reasonably well various features of
molecules and crystals based on both experimental measurements and ab initio calculations.
By their very nature, semi-empirical methods are interpolative, and hence our primary
concern is to choose an appropriate set of reference molecules and crystals. Since we study
various point defects in corundum, we have used a number of small Alm On molecules
(m = 1–2 and n = 0–3) as well as the perfect corundum crystal itself to obtain a new
parameter set. Such a choice provides us with different quantum states, bonding characters
and effective charges that occur in real materials under various conditions. The parameter
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Figure 1. The band structure of corundum calculated along the symmetrical directions in the
Brillouin zone. The designation of the special points is as follows: 0 ≡ (0, 0, 0), Z ≡ ( 12 , 12 , 12 ),
A ≡ (0, 12 ,0), D ≡ ( 12 , 12 ,0).

set derived has been tested on a number of ternary compounds in order to estimate the
overall error inherent in the semi-empirical scheme. For the perfect-corundum calculations,
we used the periodic model in the form of the so-called large unit cell (LUC) including
an integer number of primitive unit cells (UCs) [14]. The basic idea of this model is to
perform an electronic structure calculation on the extended UC at the wave vector k0 = 0
in the narrowed Brillouin zone (NBZ), which is equivalent to a band calculation at several
special k-points of the BZ, for instance 0, Z, A and D (figure 1), transforming to the NBZ
centre after the corresponding extension of the primitive unit cell.
The previous (‘old’) INDO parametrization used for simulations of the various types of
defect in corundum [4, 6, 10–13] led to some artefacts. For example, the lattice constant
optimized for the 10-atom LUC was 5% smaller than the experimental value [4], but for
the 80-atom LUC this difference approached 10%. Moreover, our intention is to obtain a
description that is generally transferable to Al-containing oxides, hydroxides, and chlorides
because the previous set of parameters has not allowed us to achieve this goal. For
instance, the effective charges calculated earlier for the corresponding small molecules were
quite similar to those obtained by the Mulliken analysis in ab initio calculations [15, 16].
However, this is in contrast to our previous experience that charge analyses performed in
the neglect of differential overlap (NDO) approximations (originating from Pople’s studies)
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Table 1. The two INDO one-centre parameter sets used in the present supercell polaron
simulations.
Type of
element
Al
O
Mg

ζ (au−1 )

P (0) (e)

Eneg (eV)

AO

Old

New

Old

New

3s
3p
2s
2p
3s

1.600
1.500
2.270
1.860
1.400

1.256
17.15
5.98
0.990
12.50
0.44
2.270
4.50
4.50
1.860 −12.60 −12.60
1.400
16.00 16.00

−β (eV)

Old

New

Old

New

0.710
0.390
1.974
1.960
0.150

2.000
0.333
1.974
1.960
0.150

1.50
1.50
16.00
16.00
1.10

2.75
2.75
16.00
16.00
1.10

Table 2. The two INDO two-centre α-parameter (au−1 ) sets used in the present supercell polaron
simulations.
Al

O

Mg

Type of
element

Old

New

Old

New

Old

New

Al
O
Mg

0.050
0.300
0.0

0.046
0.360
0.0

0.0
0.150
0.0

0.030
0.100
0.050

0.0
0.250
0.250

0.0
0.195
0.050

tend to yield essentially higher charges which are better compared to those from natural
bond analysis [15]. The effective charge on the atom was determined here through a sum
of diagonal elements of the density matrix in the AO representation:
eff

qA

= ZA −

(A)
X

(1)

Pµµ

µ

where ZA is the charge of the A-atom core (the wave function of the method is normalized
in the standard NDO approximation). In the Mulliken analysis the charge on the A-atom is
determined by the following formula:

(B)
(A) 
X
X X
Mul
Pµν Sµν
Pµµ +
(2)
qA = ZA −
µ

B(6=A) ν
eff

where Sµν is an overlap integral (qAMul would correspond to qA if the normalization was
the same). Overcoming these difficulties has led to a new set of parameters with two main
features:
(i) the basis functions on Al are considerably more diffuse (the corresponding ζ parameter has changed from 1.6 au−1 to 1.256 au−1 for 3s states, and from 1.5 au−1 to
0.99 au−1 for 3p states; see table 1);
(ii) the electron–core O–O interaction is much weaker than before (the α-parameter has
dropped from 0.15 au−1 to 0.10 au−1 ; see table 2).
As will be seen from the discussion below, the semi-empirical INDO scheme is based on a
compromise between the quality of reproduction of a large number of compounds, with a
particular emphasis on the structural and electronic properties. The primary goal of our new
parametrization is the reliable reproduction of the ground-state geometry of pure and defectcontaining corundum in the spirit of an NDO-type parametrization such as CNDO/BW or
MINDO/3.
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Table 3. The reference set of some small Alm On molecules used for the fitting of INDO
parameters. (Numbers in parentheses are a compilation of available experimental data and
ab initio calculations.)
Type of
molecule

Bond length
(Å)

Al2
AlO
AlO2 (linear)
Al2 O (linear)
Al2 O2
(D2h , square)
Al2 O2
(D2h , rhombohedral)
Al2 O3
(linear)
Al2 O3
(D3h , bipyramidal)

Al–Al
Al–O
Al–O
Al–O
Al–O

2.43
1.64
1.70
1.62
1.75

(2.43)
(1.62)
(1.69)
(1.73)
(1.78)

O–O
Al–O

2.61 (2.62)
1.77 (1.95)

O–O
Al–O(1)

1.34 (1.62)
1.68 (1.69)

Al–O(2)
Al–O

1.59 (1.63)
1.77 (1.77)

O–O

2.26 (2.52)

Atomization
energy (eV)

Effective charge
on Al (e)

Mulliken charge
on Al (e)

1.54
7.60
14.07
11.58

(1.55)
(5.26)
(?)
(10.67)

0.0
1.0442
2.0315
0.6999

0.0
0.8822
1.6927
0.5186

22.38 (16.62)

1.3973

1.1060

23.28 (≈13.6)

0.8753

0.6796

32.47 (19.7)

2.2182

1.8377

34.60

2.2574

1.7663

Table 4. The dependence of corundum properties on the LUC size (the experimental corundum
structure [19] is used).

UC extension
1×1×1
2×2×2
3×3×3
4×4×4
5×5×5

Total energy
per primitive UC
(au)
−104.618 89
−105.484 14
−105.530 53
−105.530 14
−105.530 13

Effective
charge on Al
(e)

Valence band
width
(eV)

Band
gap
(eV)

2.581
2.408
2.404
2.404
2.404

6.838
7.211
7.086
7.238
7.173

13.791
12.289
11.666
11.679
11.755

The results obtained for the reference set of molecules are summarized in table 3. We see
that we generally calculate Al–O bond distances that are in good agreement with experiment
or the results of ab initio calculations. We do, however, encounter certain problems in the
case of bond angles (as observed in both Al2 O2 and Al2 O3 molecules); we attribute this
problem to exaggerated O–O interactions. Moreover, we can confirm this conclusion from
the trend in atomization energies—the more oxygen ions present in a molecule, the more
exaggerated the predicted energy.
Two molecules presented in table 3 deserve further comment. In contrast to earlier
calculations, the Al2 O molecule was found to be linear in all recent ab initio calculations
[15, 16]. Presumably, the equilibrium angle of 144◦ previously reported is an artefact of
the small basis sets used. With the new parameter set we find that the linear structure
does indeed have a true minimum (whereas the previous set of INDO parameters gave a
bent molecule). Ab initio calculations predict the bipyramidal form of Al2 O3 to be stable
only on the Hartree–Fock (HF) potential energy surface (the result being obtained using
the GAUSSIAN 94 code with the 6-311G* basis set) [17]. Both MP2 [15] and our density
functional (DFT) calculations performed by the BLYP/DNP method [18] yield a solution
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with broken symmetry. (The closest local minimum has C2v symmetry.) Nevertheless, we
retain this molecule in the reference set because the bipyramidal configuration of the Al2 O3
molecule represents the structural formula unit in the corundum crystal where the Madelung
field is responsible for preserving the higher symmetry. Thus, one finds in table 3 for this
particular molecule a comparison carried out only for the structural parameters and not for
the atomization energy. The latter, available only at the Hartree–Fock level, is not of high
enough quality to be used in our parametrization.
Calculations on all of the crystals described in this section have been done in the abovementioned LUC model as implemented in the INDO code SYM-SYM [9]. The size of the
LUC determines the quality of the calculation. In table 4 we have collected together data
on the convergence of the electronic structure parameters with respect to the LUC size.
(All of the calculations used here have been performed using the experimental structure
of corundum.) The primitive unit cell of corundum contains two formula units; thus the
number of atoms in the LUCs considered varies from 10 (the UC, or the LUC of a 1 × 1 × 1
extension along the three translational vectors of the crystal) to 1250 (the LUC of a 5×5×5
extension). From both our own experience and the data presented here we found that the
optimal LUC size for use in corundum geometry optimization is 3 × 3 × 3. Indeed, the
total energy has practically converged for this LUC, whereas the charge density undergoes
only minor changes comparing a LUC of 3 × 3 × 3 and larger extensions. However, the
parameters for the one-electron spectrum, although evaluated with an accuracy of about 2–
3%, still require more extensive calculations. Finally, we carried out geometry optimization
using two LUC sizes, of 2 × 2 × 2 and 3 × 3 × 3, and found that the difference in structural
parameters for these two cases is less than 1%. Therefore, we can expect that a further
extension of the LUC beyond 3 × 3 × 3 will not yield any discernible changes in geometry.
Table 5. Optimized parameters of the corundum structure compared to experiment [19].
Structural parameter

Optimized
value

Relative error
(%)∗

Rib of rhombohedral unit cell (a)
Angle of rhombohedral unit cell (α)
Volume of rhombohedral unit cell (V )
NN
)
Distance between nearest atoms (RAl−O
NNN
Distance between next-nearest atoms (RO−O
)
(min)
Shortest distance between O atoms (RO−O
)
Interbond angle in Al2 O3 formula unit (6 Al–O–Al)

4.903 Å
59.5◦
82.4 Å3
1.859 Å
1.955 Å
2.430 Å
93.67◦

4.4
7.6
3.0
0.1
0.7
4.0
5.4

∗ Signs

(−)
(+)
(−)
(+)
(−)
(−)
(−)

in parentheses indicate the direction of deviation from the experimental value.

Global optimization of the corundum crystal structure has given us the results presented
in table 5. Again, the largest error is due to an exaggerated O–O interaction. Hence, the
O–O distances and Al–O–Al bond angles are underestimated. However, the Al–O bond
distances are in perfect agreement with the experiment, and because of error compensation
the overall error for the unit-cell volume is only about 3%.
The band structure calculated for the optimized corundum crystal (figures 1 and 2)
demonstrates the same general features as its ab initio counterparts (HF [20] and DFT
[21] calculations): three flat, well separated bands, generated in turns by O 2s, 2p and Al
hybridized 3sp states. All calculations predict an indirect band gap—that is, the lowest
interband transition is not to the 0 point in the conduction band. In our study the dispersion
curve at the bottom of the conduction band goes through a maximum at the 0 point,
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Figure 2. The calculated density of the electronic states in corundum. The original density of
states has been calculated using a 7 × 7 × 7 division of the Brillouin zone and then convoluted
with a Gaussian curve having the dispersion 0.1 eV.

Table 6. Basic corundum properties obtained by various methods. (The theoretical data are
calculated for the optimized corundum structure.)
Method

Upper valence
band width (eV)

Band gap
(eV)

Effective charge
on Al (e)

Mulliken charge
on Al (e)

This work
HF [20]
DFT [21]
Experiment

7.8
8.5
7.4
9.3 [22]

11.2
16.0
6.3
9.5 [1]

2.40

1.41
1.78

2.63–2.75
1.32 [23]

1.32 [23]

whereas ab initio calculations predict it to be close to the minimum [20]. Moreover, our
calculations give the bottom of the conduction band as consisting of Al 3p AOs which also
contradicts both ab initio calculations as well as our previous data obtained using the earlier
parametrization. These shortcomings of the new parameter set are probably the most serious
and should be dealt with in future studies of excited states of crystals and their defects.
As follows from table 6, the main band parameters for the one-electron spectrum
calculated here are intermediate between those obtained by ab initio HF and DFT
approaches. Similar behaviour has also been found in many applications [4, 6]. Usually
it is related to the fact that the local correlation effects can be partially taken into account
in the semi-empirical schemes through parameters fitted to the experimental observables
or to ab initio calculations that include the electron correlation. The effective charges
calculated support the ionic character of the bonding in corundum; a comparison with the
DFT results suggests that our charges are still somewhat underestimated but are closer to
those experimentally estimated [23]. Mulliken charges predicted by ab initio HF calculations
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[20] are also larger than in the present calculation. However, it is known that the Mulliken
analysis underestimates effective charges when using Slater-type AOs even more than when
using Gaussian orbitals.
Table 7. Unit-cell volumes calculated for corundum-related crystals.
Type of
crystal

AlNaO2
(alpha)

MgAl2 O4
(spinel)

Al2 SiO5
(andalusite)

AlCl3

AlNaCl4

AlOCl

Relative error, δV (%)

2.1

0.1

1.2

2.0

1.5

3.7

Figure 3. The projection of a 35-atom fragment of an 80-atom corundum 2 × 2 × 2 supercell
containing seven nearest Al2 O3 formula units onto the (0001) plane (in order to simulate NNN or
NN types of VMg defect either Al(1) or Al(4) atoms were replaced by Mg atoms, respectively).
Such a fragment consists of three basal O planes shown in white, light grey (2.17 Å below the
plane of the figure) and dark grey (2.17 Å above the plane). For all of the defect models, a
two-site hole is shared by the O(1) and O(2) atoms, whereas the one-site hole is localized on
the O(3) atom.

In contrast to the structural parameters, experimental data and the corresponding ab initio
calculations on the electronic structure of solid ternary compounds are scarce. The relevant
results of our calculations together with detailed analyses will be presented elsewhere. Here
we plot only structural data for a number of crystals containing Al, O, and Cl atoms (table 7).
Most are reproduced reasonably well using the set of parameters derived. The largest error
is apparently mostly due to the poor quality of the O–O interaction parameters for these
compounds. Nevertheless, an optimization of both MgO and spinel (MgAl2 O4 ) crystals
using the new INDO parametrization allowed us to improve also the two-centre parameters
for Mg–O and Mg–Mg bonds in comparison with the old parameter set [8] (table 2). The
results of semi-empirical calculations obtained for these crystals proved to be reasonable.
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Figure 4. 15-atom fragments of the 80-atom corundum 2 × 2 × 2 supercell containing three
Al2 O3 formula units (two adjacent units form the primitive unit cell Al4 O6 ) where a Mg atom
replaces a regular Al atom simulating both the NNN type of VMg defect (a) and the STH (b).
In these two models a hole is either shared by the O(1) and O(2) atoms (the quasi-molecular
polaron) or localized on the O(3) atom (the one-site polaron). The main directions for the atom
displacements during structure relaxation are indicated by arrows.

In the next section we compare results from old and new parameter sets in our INDO
calculations on polarons in the corundum crystal. The two sets of parameters summarized
in tables 1 and 2 reveal a marked difference between all of the corresponding Al parameters.
These calculations have been performed using the CLUSTERD code [8] considering the twocentre βµν -parameters as the weighted values of diagonal elements of the resonance integral
matrix, 12 (βµµ + βνν ); therefore these are presented in table 1 as one-centre parameters. We
also note that none of the two-centre α-parameters in this scheme depends on the type of
AO (table 2). The valence basis set in both parametrizations includes 3s and 3p AOs on Al
atoms, 2s and 2p AOs on O atoms, and 3s AOs on Mg atoms.
2.2. The supercell (SC) model
We used the 80-atom 2 × 2 × 2 supercell Al32 O48 to study hole defects in corundum (figures
3 to 5). Such a supercell may be constructed by extension of a single 10-atom UC (the two
upper formula units in figure 4(a)) by a factor of two along the three translational vectors.
Each Al atom in a perfect corundum structure is surrounded by a distorted octahedron of O
atoms forming two kinds of Al–O bond (table 5): 1.89 Å (in which the oxygen atom is the
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Figure 5. 10-atom fragments of the 80-atom corundum 2×2×2 supercell containing two Al2 O3
formula units from the adjacent UC where the Al atom from a neighbouring (lower) Al2 O3 unit
is replaced by a Mg atom, in order to simulate the NN type of VMg defect ((a) initial, unrelaxed
structure, (b) relaxed structure). The two-site hole is shared by the O(1) and O(2) atoms;
the marked region corresponds to ≈90% spin-density localization. Arrows indicate the main
directions for the atom displacements during structure relaxation.

nearest neighbour, NN, to the Al atom) and 1.93 Å (where O is the next-nearest neighbour,
NNN, to Al). In turn, each O atom is surrounded by four Al atoms, in two groups of two
each at these distances. Obviously, every Al2 O3 formula unit contains only the NNN Al–O
bonds; NN bonds are formed by neighbouring Al and O atoms belonging to the nearest,
but not the same UC (figure 5(a)). For instance, O(1), O(2), and O(3) atoms of the basic
oxygen triangle arranged in the centre of a 35-atom fragment of the corundum 2 × 2 × 2
supercell have six NN Al atoms from the adjacent formula units (figure 3): three upper
Al atoms belonging to the ‘light-grey’ units, including the Al(4) atom, and three lower Al
atoms from ‘dark-grey’ units. Obviously, the only NNN for these three oxygen atoms are
Al(1) and Al(2) atoms. For the simulations of both STH and VMg centres, one of the Al
atoms in this model has been substituted for with a Mg atom (figures 3 to 5).
An automated procedure for the atomic relaxation within the 2 × 2 × 2 SC has been
used for the simulation of various configurations of free- and bound-hole polarons in the
corundum crystal. STH defects have been simulated by the substitution of a Mg atom for an
Al atom in each supercell (figure 4(b)) keeping the supercell neutral. (The distance between
the STH region and the remote Mg atom is large enough to avoid a direct influence on the
properties of the STH—in particular, the hole density distribution in the defect-containing
region.) The first stage of this relaxation procedure included both a structural optimization
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of the corresponding Al2 O3 formula unit and a variation of the Mg position. As the next
step, a relaxation of the adjacent formula units was also carried out. A similar procedure
has been used for the simulation of the NNN VMg defects (figure 4(a)). The first stage of
the simulation of the NN VMg defect included the geometry optimization for atoms O(1),
O(2), and O(3) forming a basic oxygen triangle as well as for both NN Mg and NNN
Al(1), Al(2) atoms (figure 5(a)). Continuation and completion of this procedure included
also relaxation of all of the surrounding Al2 O3 formula units (shown in ‘grey’ in figure 3).
Simulating the defect in this way corresponds to the hypothetical two-stage process of the
hole self-trapping [6]: localization of a free hole on one or two atoms in a perfect-crystal
region as the first stage, and the subsequent relaxation of the lattice with accompanying
electron redistribution in this local region as the second stage, until the self-trapped (ST)
state is formed.
The stability of various hole defects in a crystal may be characterized by the sign and
magnitude of the relaxation energy, Erel . This is the gain in energy due to displacements
of the lattice atoms induced by the net charge of the localized hole:
Erel = Edef − Eperf

(3)

where Edef is the total energy of the SC for the fully relaxed hole state, and Eperf is the
total energy of the relevant unrelaxed supercell (containing the defect). In table 8 the values
of the relaxation energies and spin densities for the stable configurations of the STH and
VMg defects corresponding to the local minima on the total energy surface are presented for
both parametrizations.
Table 8. The main results of calculations on the supercell model of the STH and VMg defects
in corundum obtained using both sets of INDO parameters (marked as ‘old’ and ‘new’ in tables
1 and 2).

Characteristics
|Erel | (eV)∗

Two-centre
Parameters STH defect

Old
New
Spin density (e) Old
New

∗ Since

3.41
1.43
0.92 (0.45 + 0.47)
0.89 (0.44 + 0.45)

Various types of VMg defect
Two-centre NN

One-centre NNN Two-centre NNN

7.46
4.03
0.91 (0.44 + 0.47)
0.90 (0.45 + 0.45)

1.61
1.26
0.70
0.72

4.30
2.31
0.91 (0.45 + 0.46)
0.88 (0.44 + 0.44)

all relaxation energies are negative, their absolute values are given here.

3. Results and discussion
The use of our new parametrization adequately improves some of the results of the INDO
calculations for the 80-atom supercell model of perfect crystalline corundum. The optimized
lattice constant is now found to be only by 4.4% less than the experimental value (much
better than the value of 10% for the old parameters). The one-electron gap decreased from
12.8 eV (with the old set of parameters) to 11.2 eV, and the width of the upper valence band
changed similarly from 11.4 eV to 7.8 eV; in both cases the recalculated data are closer to
the corresponding values determined experimentally (9.5 eV and 9.3 eV, respectively—see
table 6). At the same time, the new parameters lead to an unrealistic description of the
bottom of the conduction band (3p Al levels lie lower than 3s Al ones), so a study of the
excited states as well as the optical transitions in corundum becomes rather problematic for
the new parametrization.
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The effective charges in the perfect crystal change insignificantly: 2.36 e (‘old’)/2.40 e
(‘new’) for Al atoms as well as −1.57 e (‘old’)/−1.60 e (‘new’) for O atoms. They are
close to those obtained in recent ab initio calculations (2.02 e on Al and −1.35 e on O) [20].
The Mulliken population analysis resulting from the old set of parameters shows that O–O
bonds are almost unpopulated by electrons whereas both NN and NNN kinds of Al–O bond
reveal rather high electron populations (0.26 e and 0.17 e, respectively); that is, these Al–O
bonds are directly responsible for the partially covalent nature of the chemical bonding in
corundum.
As is clear from table 8, the new set of parameters results in an appreciable decrease
in the relaxation energies for all of the types of hole defect under study, whereas the spin
density in the corresponding defect-containing regions either slightly increases (the onesite hole) or slightly decreases (the quasi-molecular hole). Obviously, the corresponding
2−
values of |Erel | are reduced due to much smaller binding energies of the O2 , O−
2 , and O2
species as compared with the previous parametrization. Nevertheless, the set of relative
structural parameters (1Ri /Ri ) and the electron density distribution ρ(r) for the hole defects
considered are similar for the two sets of parameters. Our subsequent discussion therefore
concentrates on these properties.

3.1. STH centres
Both one-site (atomic) and two-site (quasi-molecular) free polarons were considered in our
STH simulations. In contrast to our previous cluster calculations [4, 10], the supercell
model indicates that the one-site STH centre localized on the O(3) atom (figure 4(b)) is
unstable with respect to the transformation into the quasi-molecular configuration. We note
that a cluster model predicted the existence of a local minimum at the potential energy
surface corresponding to such a polaron, with Erel ≈ 1.9 eV [4]. A possible reason for this
disagreement is the difference between the two models: unlike the supercell approximation
described above, a positively charged stoichiometric cluster containing a few Al2 O3 formula
units was embedded into the electrostatic field of the rest of a perfect corundum lattice, thus
neglecting bond breaking of the atoms at the cluster boundary.
The quasi-molecular model of the free polaron obtained in our calculations is very
similar to that known for a long time as the VK centre in alkali halides [24]. Its optimized
geometry shows that two oxygen atoms, O(1) and O(2), are strongly relaxed inwards (≈40%
of the O–O distance in a regular lattice) and that this is accompanied by an outward ≈20%
displacement of both NNN Al(1) and Al(2) atoms on each side of the O triangle (figure 4(b)).
The displacement vectors of these two O atoms form an angle of ≈20◦ with respect to the
straight line connecting their perfect-lattice sites. The same configuration was predicted for
a free three-atom molecule by the general Jahn–Teller theory. The supercell STH geometry
is close to that of our previous cluster simulations [4, 6].
The main contribution to hole self-trapping comes from the linear relaxation of the
two oxygen atoms, O(1) and O(2). These O atoms share about 90% of the hole density. A
closer analysis of the origin of this strong localization shows that it arises from the chemical
bonding between the two above-mentioned oxygen atoms O(1) and O(2): the population of
their bond is close to that for the Al–O bond in the perfect crystal. Moreover, an automated
atomic relaxation undertaken for the supercell model for both parametrizations reveals a
rotation by ≈6◦ of the basic oxygen triangle O(1)–O(2)–O(3) with respect to the Al(1)–
Al(2) axis. Such a rotation is accompanied by a simultaneous Mg-atom displacement from
that axis, and is analogous to that observed for the off-centre impurities in ionic solids [25].
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3.2. VMg centres
In the SC of bound-hole polarons (figures 4(a) and 5) the same spatial configurations as
in the case of STHs were carefully studied and compared: the one-site VMg centre with a
hole localized on a single O(3) atom, and the two-site VMg centre where a hole is shared
by the two atoms, O(1) and O(2). These bound polarons could coexist (both values of Erel
are negative), and our calculations indicate a preference for the two-site configurations as
the energetically most favourable. In the VMg centres a hole is partly trapped by a Mg
atom having a smaller charge than the Al atom for which it substitutes; effectively Mg has
a negative charge with respect to the perfect corundum lattice. In a purely ionic model
its formal charge would be −1 e. Apparently, this would also be the total charge of the
whole centre. As regards our self-consistent calculations using the old parameter set, we
obtained qMg = 1.89 e for the relevant unrelaxed SC, whereas for an Al atom in the perfect
corundum, qAl = 2.36 e. Therefore the effective Mg charge is only −0.47 e while the
remaining part of the hole density in the unrelaxed structure is shared by the neighbouring
oxygen atoms. Thus, the VMg centre can be considered as a perturbed STH.
The only stable one-site VMg configuration is that where the Mg impurity is in the NNN
cation position with respect to an O− ion. The stable structural configuration of this defect
is characterized, first of all, by a considerable displacement of the O(3) atom (figures 3
and 4(a)) towards the centre of the basic oxygen triangle. Hole localization on this atom
has mainly an electrostatic origin, since this atom is essentially closer to the negatively
charged Mg ion than that at the regular site. For the NN configuration of VMg centres, both
parametrizations indicate instability of the one-site conformation
As regards the quasi-molecular configurations of the VMg defect, our calculations
favour the Mg ion in the NN position rather than the NNN position (table 8). The
equilibrium configuration for the two-site NN VMg centre is shown in figure 5(b). During
the optimization procedure, atoms of the oxygen triangle O(1)–O(2)–O(3) are synchronously
displaced along the two trajectories: they all rotate by ≈15◦ with respect to the Al(1)–Al(2)
axis, and simultaneously the O(1) and O(2) atoms relax towards each other (as in the case of
the two-site STH). At the same time, the Mg atom shifts towards the basic oxygen triangle,
from which the Al(1) and Al(2) atoms are displaced outwards. This represents the detailed
optimization of the geometry of this defect.
The two-site NNN VMg centres (figure 4(a)) are similar to the analogous STH
configuration described above. According to the old parametrization, the bond population
between the O(1) and O(2) atoms sharing a hole is ≈0.3 e, i.e. slightly higher than in the
STH case (0.267 e). In turn, the Al–O bond population (0.228 e) is reduced compared
to that in the perfect corundum (0.258 e). An automated optimization procedure for this
configuration indicates also a rotation by ≈7◦ of the basic oxygen triangle with respect to
the Al(1)–Al(2) axis. We find a gain in the relaxation energy of ≈0.5 eV caused by both
the rotation of the basic oxygen triangle and the displacement of all of the atoms of the
basic Al2 O3 unit from the positions of the symmetrical quasi-molecular configuration of
the NNN VMg defect. However, due to the complex lattice structure of corundum we were
unable to estimate the transition barrier between the NN and NNN configurations of VMg
defects on a total energy surface.
VMg centres have been studied experimentally by means of ESR/ENDOR techniques
[26] where only a one-site hole polaron was discovered. These studies give an experimental
estimate of the defect geometry which greatly differs from our calculations. We found,
however, that this ‘experimental’ geometry is even less favourable energetically than the
perfect-crystal geometry: the relevant Erel > 0.3 eV. There are several possible explanations
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of our disagreement with these experimental results. First, only the relative distances
between atoms could be extracted from ESR/ENDOR measurements; for example, it is
not clear from [26] whether the Mg atom is displaced from a regular Al site and the O−
atom is in the plane containing the three nearest Al atoms (two of them lie below the
basal O plane whereas the third one lies above it); moreover, it is also unclear whether Mg
was present in significant concentrations in the samples or whether the hole was trapped
by Al vacancies. Secondly, in these estimates any covalency in the corundum crystal was
neglected. It would be of great interest to search for the theoretically predicted two-site
VMg configuration. Probably, its observation by ENDOR is masked by the large number of
lines in the relevant experimental spectrum for such a low-symmetry defect. In this respect,
Raman scattering spectroscopy may be a more promising tool.
On the whole, energetic differences obtained by the INDO modelling remain
questionable and should be the subject of further investigations at a better level of theory. We
are working now on an ab initio approach to the problem of the lowest-energy configuration
for the VMg centres in corundum.
We note, in conclusion, that the energetics of small-polaron formation in corundum
is not a trivial problem. The possibility of the hole self-trapping in the form of a smallradius polaron localized by a single atom or two atoms (atomic versus molecular polarons) is
determined by the sign of the self-trapping energy. This latter is a sum of three contributions:
the positive localization energy Eloc , required for the localization of a Bloch-like wavepacket
of the free, band hole on the atom or pair of atoms at the first stage of the self-trapping;
and two negative contributions—due to chemical bonding (for molecular polarons, as in the
present case) and the lattice polarization energy. The generally accepted simple estimate
of Eloc (e.g., [27]) as the half-width of the upper valence band, Ew , renders the hole selftrapping hardly possible, since in corundum Ew = 8 eV. However, this estimate for Eloc
is valid only for crystals with symmetric and smooth densities of the valence band states
(DOS). This is not true for corundum with a strongly (O 2p–Al 3p) mixed valence band
and a flat oxygen subband at the top of the total valence band. For such cases a novel
formalism has been presented in [6]. Unlike previous model Hamiltonian approaches, it is
based on the self-consistent quantum mechanical calculations of the band structure of real
materials, incorporating the covalence effects in their chemical bonding. (The calculated
effective charges differ strongly from those known from the commonly used ionic model:
+2.34 e on Al and −1.56 e on O ions.) Application of this theory to corundum [6]
has demonstrated that Eloc is significantly less than 12 Ew , which makes hole self-trapping
energetically favourable. This shows that quantum mechanical simulation of the carrier
self-trapping is a powerful tool for the realistic study of technologically important (rather
than model) materials.
4. Conclusions
The two INDO parametrizations carefully compared in this paper agree that the only stable
one-site configuration of the bound-hole polaron in corundum crystals is that where the
Mg impurity is substituting for the next-nearest (NNN) Al atom. This simple result is in
agreement with a previous experimental ESR/ENDOR study [26]. However, our calculations
predict also the existence of another species, the two-site bound polaron (whose energy given
by the semi-empirical method used is lower than that for the one-site polaron). Unlike the
case for the one-site polaron, both parametrizations give preference to the nearest (NN)
Mg ion substituting for an Al atom. The experimental search for such polarons, e.g. using
Raman scattering, and further theoretical investigations are of great interest.
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